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(FIELD) SYMMETRIZATION SELECTION RULES

PHILIP R. PAGE *

Theoretical Division, MS-B283, Los Alanaos National Labomtory
Los Alarnos, NM 87545, USA

QCD and QED exhibit an infinite set of three-point Green’s functions that contain
only OZI rule violating contributions, and (for QCD) are subleading in the large Nc
expansion. We prove that the QCD amplitude for a neutral hybrid 1– + exotic current
to create rpr” only comes from OZI rule violating contributions under certain conditions,
and is subleading in N=.

Recently, a new technique has been pioneered whereby certain Green’s functions

are shown to have the property that various contributions to them vanish. Some
of these contributions may be Okobu-Zweig-Iizuka (OZI) allowed or leading in the
large number of colors N= expansion, which means that the Green’s functions are in
a sense “subleading”. Accordingly, the implications for hadronic matrix elements
are that they are also “subheading”. Here we state two general results that can be

obtained using the technique, and sketch a proof of the first result, first derived in
ref.1. We then make further observations about the technique.

Consider a hybrid meson current, i.e. a local quark–antiquark-glue ctirrent,
with Jpc = 1‘+. These quantum numbers are called “JpC exotic”, meaning that

a meson current, i.e. a local quark–antiquark current, cannot have these JPC. Even
though meson currents cannot be JPC exotic, four-quark currents, those built from
two quarks and two antiquarks, can be. As we shall see, the strong decay of hybrids
are often remarkably different from those of four-quark states, which enables us
to distinguish the two possibilities experimentally. Particularly, the qr” decay is
determinant.

We shall study the decay amplitude 1-+ + q~”. Experimentally, both E852

and Crystal Barrel have experimental evidence for a 1‘+ resonance at 1.4 GeV
decaying to VT. E852 also has evidence for a 1-+ resonance at 1.6 GeV which is
not seen in qvr.

One can provel the following statement, first alluded to in ref. 2, called a sym-
rnetrization selection rule at the hadr-onic level, rigorously in quantum field theory:

l.If 1-+ is a hybrid meson current then the amplitude 1–++ rpr”does not arise

from 021 allowed contributions.

Also, it is possible to show that3
2. If 1-+ is a four-quaxk current then the amplitude 1–++ ~TO mag arise j%om

OZI allowed contributions.
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These two results together indicate, since 021 allowed contributions to the amp-

litude 1-+ + qn” should be dominant by virtue of the OZI rule, that the 1.4 GeV
state is most naturally interpreted as a four-quark state, and the 1.6 GeV state as
a hybrid meson.

The proof of the first result consists of three steps.

1. The three-point Green’s function GK(x, y, z) with the currents participating

in the decay, the no(x), ~(y) and hybrid HP(z) currents, is constructed. The no(z)

and q(y) currents are put at nearly the same time t, and HP (.z) at a fixed space-

time position z. As is true for any function of z and y, GP (z, y, z) can be written
is terms of symmetric and antisymmetric parts under exchange of z and g, i.e.
GP (z, y, z) = G~(z, y, z) + G; (z, y, z). One then defines the Fourier-type transform

G~A(p, t) =
I

d3z d3Vei(p”x-p”y) G~A(z, y, z) (1)

for the symmetric and antisymmetric parts respectively. It is then possible to derive,

using parity conservation which is valid in QCD and QED, that OP G;(P, t) = O,

called the symmetrization principle. Here OP is a polynomial operator contain-

ing derivatives in p. The symmetrization principle is simply a statement of Bose
symmetry for fields: Since the decay 1‘+ + qm” is in an odd partial wave, the
symmetric part Op G; (p, t) vanishes.

(a)
Topology 1 Topology 2 Topology 3 ‘b)

Fig. 1. OZI allowed contribution (topology 1) and OZI rule violating contributions (topologies 2
and 3).

2. There is no particular use to notice that Op G~(p, t) vanishes unless the

symmetric part of GP (z, y, z) can explicitly be identified. Remarlmbly, the OZI
allowed contribution to GP (z, y, z) in Fig. 1 is symmetric for an infinite set of specific
choices of the currents no(z) and q(y). Define GK(p, t) s G; (p, t) + Gf (p, t). It

follows that OP GP (p, t) only contains OZI rule violating contributions, called a
field symmetrization selection m-de. Because 021 rule violating contributions are
subleading in the large N. expansion of QCD, Op GP (p, t) is also subleading.

3. Although the field symmetrization selection rule is an interesting statement
about specific Green’s functions, the experimentally relevant quantities are hadronic
matrix elements. Since the 1‘+ resonance is expected to be broad, while the q and
no are very narrow on strong interaction time scales, the latter may be viewed as
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asymptotic, i.e. stable, states. The hadronic matrix element of interest is hence
the amplitude for the hybrid current to go to the asymptotic states q and To,
i.e. (qmllYP(z) 10). Because the Green’s function can be expanded in terms of the

hadronic matrix elements, it can be shown under certain technicaJ conditions that,

roughly, OP GM(p, t) is proportional to (qrllfP (z) 10), so that the hadronic matrix
element is suppressed for exactly the same reasons that the Green’s function is.
Hence, the amplitude for a 1-+ hybrid meson current to qm”, (rprlIfP(z) IO), arises
only from 021 rule violating contributions. This is what we set out to “prove. It is

called a symmetvization selection rude at the hadronic level. The amplitude is also
subheading in the large NC expansion.

It is evident that the symmetrization principle generates new selection rules
in QCD and QED. The way the technique just described achieves this, is by first
isolating the contributions to the Green’s function that vanish by Bose symmetry.
Because the Green’s function is roughly proportional to the hadronic matrix ele-
ments, the vanishing contributions to the Green’s function would have implications
for the hadronic matrix elements. Because, in general, there is a large number of
hadronic matrix elements, the implications can be complicated. In the example
discussed above, the Green’s function is constructed from the To(z), q(y) and hy-
brid HP(z) currents, but the relevant hadronic matrix elements may not only be
(rprlHP(.z)lO), but also others like (mrr{HP (z) 10). As the Green’s function is not
constructed from three To currents, the hadronic matrix element (mrrlHP (z) 10) is
not directly analogous to the Green’s function. This example demonstrates that the
vanishing contributions to the Green’s function would in general have complicated
implications for the various hadronic matrix elements. In some cases these impli-

cations would have experimental consequences, underscoring the power of the new
technique.

This research is supported by the Department of Energy under contract W-
7405-ENG-36.
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